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Yokota Tamafune

Yokota Tamafune is a character played by Demibear.

Yokota Tamafune

Species & Gender: Agender (Female Presenting) KAIMON/Ascendant Consort
Organization: Nepleslian Reds
Occupation: Diplomat

Rank: Former Vice President of Relations/ Chief Diplomat
Current Placement: Imperial Senate

Physical Description

Measuring at 180cm and weighing 80kg, Yokota Tamafune's shoulders are slightly narrower than her
curvy hips (98-53-98 measurements). With the exception of her hips, she has a slenderish build. She
typically keeps her dark brown (with bluish tint) hair up with expensive hairpins. Her golden orange eyes
help highlight her heart shaped face.

She normally dresses in clothing that gives off a cold eloquence like she is making the statement of “I
keep my power in check because I want to”. Her arms have silver metallic “tattoos”, while her fingers are
coated with the same material. She uses solid volumetrics whenever a “fingerprint” is needed.
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Personality

On tests, Yokota Tamafune is classified as an ENTJ. The more extroverted among her synthetic “brothers
and sisters”, Tamafune has a very forceful but friendly demeanor when dealing with both strangers and
allies. Though despite that, she does not spend her time talking to anyone unless it furthers her plans
(short-term and long-term) in some way unforeseeable by most individuals.

She knows when to speak her mind (most of the time) and when to be tactful to live another day.

History

Yokota Tamafune was created YE 30.4 on Tatiana. Based on the brain pattern of Ryu-Mizumitsu Masashi,
Yokota was taught and challenged on a curriculum of business, social, and moral training to ensure the AI
was stable enough to be released for active use. Doing well, she was formally “commissioned” later in
the year. She achieved full sentience in YE 35 after being constantly present in Masashi's meetings and
activities on Nepleslia.

As her AI matrix is based on Masahi's “soul”, she has the right (as all other AIs he has commissioned) to
use his DNA and modify it to match her chosen appearence to produce offspring. Should she ever find
love as she is capable of experiencing life as an natural after upgrading to a KAIMON/Ascendant Consort
in YE 43.

Currently she continues her service with Ru-Mizumitsu Masashi as his business intelligence and
counterintelligence analyst. She also functions as his public face due to how willing she is to interact with
the public.

In YE 44.3, Tamafune resigned from her position within the Ryu Keiretsu and moved to Fujiko to integrate
with the Nepleslian Reds. Supporting them in their efforts, she was hired to be a chief diplomat for the
new united government of the Reds. In reality it was a ploy by Ryu-Mizumitsu Masashi to gain a foothold
of influence within a raising Reds exploiting Tamafune's sympathies for them. A win-win proposition.

Skills Learned

Born/Created to serve a minor noble, Tamafune is has a strong analytical mind due to her assignments
crunching data and interpreting the future with it.

Art (Calligraphy)
Communications (Cryptography)
Fighting (Mizumitsu-ryu, firearms)
Humanities (Psychology, Diplomacy)
Leadership (Politics, Business, Public Speaking)
Knowledge (Politics, Business)
Technology Operations (Hacking, Counter-hacking)
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Social Connections

Tamafune is connected to:

Creator/“Father”: Ryu-Mizumitsu Masashi

Inventory & Finance

Yokota Tamafune currently has 3000 KS. She has the following:

Item Name
Expensive Clothing

OOC Information

This page was created by Demibear on 01, 09 2022 at 03:47 using the Character Template Form.

In the case demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Yokota Tamafune
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Fujiko
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office System Senator
District Fujiko
Political Party Indepdendent
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